
Truck Inspection
Checklist
Use our truck inspection checklist template as a 
starting point to customize yours to fit your business.



The comprehensive Truck Inspection Checklist is designed to ensure the safety, efficiency, and
longevity of your vehicle.

Regular use of this checklist can identify potential issues before they escalate into serious
problems or lead to accidents, thereby saving time and money on costly repairs and downtime.

Meticulously following this guide enhances your truck’s performance, ensures compliance with
safety regulations, and provides a smoother, safer driving experience.

This checklist is an essential resource for maintaining your vehicle’s health and ensuring road
safety, suitable for both seasoned drivers and those new to trucking.

Truck Inspection Checklist
Truck Details:
Truck Number/ID: __________________
Make and Model: ___________________
Odometer Reading: _________________
Date of Inspection: _______________
Time of Inspection: _______________
Inspector's Name: __________________

Exterior Inspection:
[ ] Body and Frame: Check for damage, rust, or other signs of wear.
[ ]Windows and Mirrors: Ensure all are clean and free of cracks or damage.
[ ] Lights and Reflectors: Check headlights, taillights, turn signals, and reflective materials.
[ ] Tires: Inspect for proper inflation, tread depth, and signs of wear or damage.
[ ]Wheels and Rims: Check for cracks, damages, or missing bolts.
[ ] Brakes: Inspect for visible defects, check brake fluid levels.
[ ] Fuel System: Check for leaks or damage.
[ ] Undercarriage: Inspect for any visible damage or leaks.

Interior Inspection:
[ ] Steering Mechanism: Ensure there is no excessive play or strange noises.
[ ] Horn: Check if it is functioning correctly.
[ ] Dashboard Indicators: Ensure all gauges and indicators are working.
[ ]Windshield Wipers: Check operation and condition of blades.
[ ] Mirrors: Ensure all are adjusted correctly and secure.
[ ] Seat Belts: Check for any signs of wear or damage.
[ ] Brake Pedal: Test for responsiveness and non-slip surface.
[ ] Clutch and Gearshift: Check operation for manual transmission trucks.
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Safety Equipment:
[ ] Fire Extinguisher: Check if present, properly mounted, and charged.
[ ] First Aid Kit: Ensure it is stocked and accessible.
[ ]Warning Triangles/Flares: Verify presence and condition.
[ ] Spare Tire and Tools: Ensure availability and good condition.

Engine Compartment:
[ ] Fluid Levels: Check oil, coolant, brake, and transmission fluid levels.
[ ] Belts and Hoses: Inspect for wear, cracks, and tightness.
[ ] Battery: Check connections and charge.
[ ] Air Filter: Inspect for blockages or dirt accumulation.

Operational Check:
[ ] Start Engine: Listen for unusual noises.
[ ] Brake Test: Check stopping power and responsiveness.
[ ] Lights Check: Verify operational headlights, taillights, brake lights, and turn signals.
[ ] Horn Test: Ensure it sounds loudly and clearly.

Comments & Additional Observations:

Inspector's Confirmation:
I confirm that the above inspection was carried out according to the guidelines and have
reported all findings accurately.
Inspector's Signature: _______________________
Date: ____________

Driver's Acknowledgment:
I acknowledge the findings of this inspection and understand the necessary actions to be taken.
Driver's Signature: _______________________
Date: ____________

Utilizing this Truck Inspection Checklist is key to maintaining the safety and efficiency of your
vehicle.
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Systematic inspections are crucial in preventing accidents and ensuring that your truck remains
in optimal working condition.

This checklist serves not only as a tool for maintenance but also as a record of your truck’s
condition, which is invaluable for troubleshooting and planning future inspections.

Address identified issues promptly to ensure safety and extend the longevity of your vehicle.

Safe driving and efficient operations begin with thorough inspections; let this checklist guide you
toward a safer and more reliable trucking experience.

Choose Connecteam, the #1 Choice for Transportation Managers
Streamline your business’s daily operations and unleash unparalleled efficiency with
Connecteam!

Take charge with our Forms and Checklists feature, effortlessly running your daily tasks and
delivering the highest standards. But that's just the beginning!

Easily create perfect employee schedules with our Employee Scheduler, enabling seamless
staff organization and maximizing productivity. Keep a tight grip on employee work times using
our Time Clock feature, making precise payroll a breeze and freeing you from mundane
administrative tasks.

Stay ahead of the game with Connecteam’s built-in employee Chat, fostering real-time
collaboration and empowering your team to deliver extraordinary results.

And don't forget, continuous growth and skill development are at your fingertips with
Connecteam's comprehensive Training & Onboarding features.

Get started with Connecteam for free today and unlock the true potential of your business!
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